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CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE, UNITED STATES, October 16, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Clarksville, TN

–  At dinCloud, security has always remained our top priority. To counter the ever increasing

cyber threats, dinCloud remains proactive in upgrading its already robust security protocols. 

Recently, dinCloud has achieved yet another milestone in cyber security by adding one of the

world’s best security suites, Sophos Intercept X, to its arsenal. 

We have integrated Sophos Intercept X with our existing cloud services in a seamless manner for

our valued cloud users. 

dinCloud has integrated Sophos Intercept X at two critical tiers of its cloud infrastructure, the

endpoints and virtual servers. 

Securing endpoints are very essential for an overall robust cyber security posture. Now, our

valued cloud users can avail Sophos Intercept X for Endpoints. 

You can also avail Sophos Intercept X for dinCloud’s Hosted Virtual Servers as well. This will

provide unmatched security to your data hosted over the cloud as well. 

Unlike most cyber security tools that have a “reactive” approach to cyber threats, Sophos is one

of those leading security tools that adopts a “proactive” approach to threats. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) based algorithms constantly monitor your network traffic over our cloud

infrastructure for the slightest anomalies. 

The Managed Threat Response (MTR) mechanism of Sophos simultaneously detects cyber

threats, counters them and also takes intelligent remedial measures. 

The addition of a world class cyber security suite to dinCloud’s portfolio in the form of Sophos

Intercept X has taken our security posture to new heights.  

With Sophos Intercept X for Endpoints and Servers, our valuable cloud users will enjoy matchless

peace of mind for their endpoint devices as well as enterprise data. 

In the present circumstances, the trend of remotely working employees or Work from Home

(WFH) is re-gaining momentum. When employees are accessing organizational data and apps
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beyond the safety net of your own organization, security becomes paramount. 

This is exactly where dinCloud’s integrated security product, Sophos Intercept X for endpoints fits

into the picture. After deploying security at the level of employee’s endpoint devices, you will

enjoy un-matched security and peace of mind. 

With Sophos integrated right down to the endpoint level, your employees have the added

freedom to use even their own devices to access organizational resources hosted over dinCloud’s

infrastructure. This makes BYOD initiatives a breeze to execute. 

About dinCloud

dinCloud offers digital transformation services to organizations through its cloud platform. Each

customer’s hosted private cloud offers hosted workspaces and cloud infrastructure that the

customer controls. Services are available through dinCloud’s network of Value Added Resellers

(VARs) and Managed Service Providers (MSPs). Organizations interested in business process

outsourcing (BPO) can leverage Premier BPO to extend services from IT to other back office and

front office functions as well.

Visit www.dinCloud.com, www.linkedin.com/company/dincloud, or follow @dinCloud on Twitter.
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